Master Labor Agreement

Northern Nevada Cement Masons 2016-2019

OP&CMIA Local 797

NORTHERN NEVADA CEMENT MASON
(1) All building construction, including but not limited to the construction, erection, alteration, repair, modification, demolition, addition, or improvement in whole or in part of any building structure.

(2) All heavy, highway and engineering construction, including but not limited to construction, improvement, modification, demolition, of all or any part of streets and highways (including sidewalks, curbs and gutters), bridges, viaducts, railroads, tunnels, airports, water supply, irrigation, flood control and drainage systems, sewers and sanitation projects, dams, power houses, refineries, aqueducts, canals, river and harbor projects, wharves, docks, breakwaters, jetties, quarrying of breakwater or rip-rap stone, or operation incidental to such heavy construction work.

(3) All concrete construction such as buildings, bridges, silos, elevators, smoke stacks, curbs and gutters, sidewalks, streets and roads, paving, alleys and roofs, of mass or reinforced concrete slabs and all flat surfaces of cement, rock asphalt, the placing, pouring and spreading and finishing of all types of bituminous concrete including all types of asphalt floors and pavements, the operation and control of all types of Vacuum Mats used in the drying of cement floors in preparing same for finish, the operations of laser screeds, roller screeds and any other mechanical screeds, all power driven floats and troweling machines shall be that of the Cement Mason. Cement Masons shall perform all mastic flooring work, whether laid free handed or in pre-cast form on the job; otherwise known as asphalt or mastic, tile, and all other types of resilient floor covering.

(4) Cement Masons shall perform the placing with material hose or chute or other device, screeding and finishing of all concrete and pervious concrete surfaces (including gunite, shotcrete and the handling of the cement gun or nozzle), underlayments, overLAYMENTS, the stamping, coloring, sealing, curing, waxing, broadcasting of colored stone chips, powdered steel, or coloring powder on concrete, including decorative finishes such as stenciling, staining, dyeing, densification, concrete polishing, sandblasting, grinding and the washing of all concrete construction. The forming and construction involved with any concrete countertop work (including additives and mosaics such as but not limited to glass and specialty aggregates and exposed aggregate). The use of any color pigment when mixed with cement base material including all specialty finishes such as acids staining, alcohol stain, etc., in any other form; mosaic and nail coat whether done by brush, broom, trowel, float, or any other process including operation of machine for scoring floors, or any purpose they may be used for in connection with Cement Masons' trade. All custom and specialty imitation finishes, including but not limited to all ceramic materials, custom rock, brick and block veneer, limitation marble, stone, wood and any other limitation theme. All concrete repair, restoration and inspection work whether architectural or structural, including but not limited to coatings of cement and epoxy coatings of cement based, epoxy and urethanes, injections of epoxies and other repair materials and the use of fiber wrap and other materials used for the structural repair and renovation. Caulking of any type will be the work of the cement mason. Cement Masons shall have jurisdiction over the setting, building, fabricating and installation of all forms, perimeter forms, screeds, bulkheads, batter boards, pour strips, camfer strips for the purpose of containing, shaping or molding concrete, grout, epoxy grout, or any exotic or cement based material on a given line, shape or grade regardless of the composition of the form material. Formwork shall include but not be limited to foundations, sidewalks, curbs and gutters, steps, catch basin and drain inlets, walks, decks, stoops, approaches, etc. and shall include the preparation and setting of all screeds or lines and the use of the level, laser level, transit and builders level in connection with the forming, placement and finishing of all concrete and cement based surfaces or any other method used to determine grade elevation or line. Setting lines for concrete road machines and curb & gutter machines.

(5) The mixing, placing, rodding, spreading and finishing of all top materials, sills, coping, steps, stairs, and risers and running all cement, epoxies, and plastic material shall be the work of Cement Masons, all preparatory work on concrete construction to be finished, rubbed, such as sand blasting, cutting of nails, wires, wall ties, etc. All concrete repair processes including below grade and underground including the repair or modification in horizontal or vertical pipe, all vault pouring, pipe bands and shafting, patching, brushing, chipping and bush-hammering, rubbing or grinding if done by machine or hand, diamond or carborundum stone of all concrete construction, setting of all strips, screeds, stakes and grades and curb forms and all glass set in cement. The pointing and patching and caulking around all steel or metal window frames that touch concrete and all concrete segments such as tilt wall and pre-cast. The laying and finishing of Gypsum Material Roof. All dry packing, damp packing, pouring of grout, grouting and the pouring, mixing, handling, placing and pumping of all liquid grouts, epoxy grouts, damming or backer rod, caulking including all prep work for caulking, forming and operation of pressure pots in connection with all grouting operations as well as any finishing where required, and finishing in connection with setting all machinery such as engines, pumps, generators, air compressors, tanks, base plates, column plates, pipe restraints and so forth, which is set on concrete foundations. Grouting of window and door frames shall be
the work of the Cement Mason. The saw cutting, scoring of joints, architectural cuts, the use of soft cut machines for construction joints, expansion or control or the cutting of any line that will be finished back to in old or new concrete shall continue to be the work of the Cement Mason.

(6) All prefabricated and prestressed concrete construction on the job site and in the shop, including the supervision of same, such as sidewalks, steps, floor slabs, beams, joists, walls and columns, also the screeding, finishing, rubbing, grouting, pointing, patching and paint prep of same. The finishing of all concrete surfaces by sandblasting, the washout method, bushhammering or any other method and the sealing of these same surfaces shall be the work of the Cement Mason.

(7) The curing of finished concrete, pervious concrete and grouting, wherever necessary, whether by chemical compounds or otherwise, shall be part of the jurisdiction of the Cement Mason.

(8) All scarifying of concrete and underlayments/overlayments, for any purpose including but not limited to bush hammering, needle grinding, water blasting, air blasting, bead blasting and sanding.

(9) The placing, spreading, screeding, darbying, trowel finishing of all types of magnesium oxychloride cement composition floors, shall be the work of the Cement Mason: including all types of oxychloride granolithic, resinous, epoxy, mma (or similar product) and terrazzo composition floors, hand grinding or machine grinding; the preparation of all sub-floor surfaces; the mixing, handling and application of any and all bonding agents by any means or methods; bonding; the preparation and all installation of ground or base courses, steps and cove base. All magnesite composition installation work of the OPCMIA shall be done under the supervision of a competent and qualified Cement Mason.

(10) Cement Masons claim the waterproofing of all work included in their jurisdiction, such as Thoroseal, Ironite, Plasterweld and any similar products, regard less of the tools used or the method of application, or color of materials used, and regard less of the type of base these materials may be applied to.

(11) Cement Masons shall also have jurisdiction over all work or processes which represent technological change, replacement, modification or substitution for the work described above. In addition, Cement Masons shall perform any and all work and use any and all new materials or techniques involved in cement construction including but not limited to what is known as green or sustainable construction technology.